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1. INTRODUCTION
Let S be a semitopological semigroup, i.e., S is a semigroup with a Hausdorﬀ topology
such that for each s 2 S, the mappings s 7! ts and s 7! st from S to S are continuous,
and let BC(S) be the Banach space of all bounded continuous real-valued functions
with supremum norm. For f 2 BC(S) and c 2 R, we write f(s) ! c as s ! 1R if for
each " > 0, there exists w 2 S such that jf(tw)   cj < " for all t 2 S; see [1].
A semitopological semigroup S is said to be left (resp. right) reversible if any two
closed right (resp. left) ideals of S have nonvoid intersection. If S is left reversible,
(S;) is a directed system when the binary relation \ " on S is deﬁned by t  s if
and only if ftg[tS  fsg[sS for t;s 2 S. Similarly, we can deﬁne the binary relation
\ " on a right reversible semitopological semigroup S. Left reversible semitopological
semigroups include all commutative semigroups and all semitopological semigroups
which are left amenable as discrete semigroups; see [2]. S is called reversible if it is
both left and right reversible.
As is well known, the construction of ﬁxed points of common ﬁxed points of nonex-
pansive semigroups is an important problem in the theory of nonexpansive mappings
c 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and its applications, i.e., image recovery, convex feasibility problems, and signal pro-
cessing problems (see, for example, [3–5]).
In 1969, Takahashi [6] proved the ﬁxed point theorem for a noncommutative semi-
group of nonexpansive mappings which generalizes De Marr’s result [7]. He proved that
any discrete left amenable semigroup has a common ﬁxed point. In 1970, Mitchell [8]
generalized Takahashi’s result by showing that any discrete left reversible semigroup
has a common ﬁxed point; see also [9]. In 1981, Takahashi [10] proved a nonlinear
ergodic theorem for an amenable semigroup of nonexpansive mappings in a Hilbert
space. In 1987, Lau and Takahashi [11] considered the problem of weak convergence
of a nonexpansive semigroup of a right reversible semitopological semigroup in a uni-
formly convex Banach space with Fréchet diﬀerentiable norm. After that, Lau [12–16]
proved the existence of common ﬁxed points for nonexpansive mappings related to
reversibility or amenability of a semigroup. In [17], Kakavandi and Amini proved a
nonlinear ergodic theorem for a nonexpansive semigroup in CAT(0) spaces as well as
a strong convergence theorem for a commutative semitopological semigroup. In 2011,
Anakkanmatee and Dhompongsa [18] extended Rodé’s theorem [19] on common ﬁxed
points of semigroups of nonexpansive mappings in Hilbert spaces to the CAT(0) space
setting. In 1988, Takahashi and Zhang [20,21] established the weak convergence of an
almost-orbit of Lipschitzian semigroups of a noncommutative semitopological semi-
group. Later, Kim and Kim [22] proved weak convergence theorems for semigroups of
asymptotically nonexpansive type of a right reversible semitopological semigroup and
strong convergence theorems for a commutative case. For works related to semigroups
of nonexpansive, asymptotically nonexpansive, and asymptotically nonexpansive type
related to reversibility of a semigroup, we refer the reader to [23–30].
In this paper, we introduce a new semigroup for a left (or right) reversible semi-
topological semigroup on Banach spaces, called a total asymptotically nonexpansive
semigroup, which is more general than the semigroups of nonexpansive, asymptotically
nonexpansive, asymptotically nonexpansive type and generalized asymptotically non-
expansive. We also prove the existence and convergence theorems for such semigroup
in uniformly convex Banach spaces. The results obtained in this paper extend and
improve many recent results in [20–22,24].
2. PRELIMINARIES
A Banach space X is called uniformly convex if for each " 2 (0;2] there is a  > 0 such
that for x;y 2 X with kxk  1, kyk  1 and kx yk  ", kx+yk  2(1 ) holds. It
is known that a uniformly convex Banach space is reﬂexive and strictly convex. The
function X : [0;2] ! [0;1] which called the modulus of convexity of X is deﬁned as
follows:
X(") = inf

1  
 


x + y
2


  : x;y 2 X;kxk = kyk = 1;kx   yk  "

:
We now give some important properties of the modulus of convexity of Banach
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Proposition 2.1 ([31]).
(i) A Banach space X is uniformly convex if and only if X(") > 0 for all " 2 (0;2].
(ii) A Banach space X is strictly convex if and only if X(2) = 1.
(iii) Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space. For any r and " with r  " > 0 and
x;y 2 X with kxk  r, kyk  r, kx   yk  ", there exists a  = X("
r) > 0 such
that 
 

x + y
2

 
  r
h
1   X
"
r
i
:
A Banach space X is said to satisfy the Opial property [32] if for each weakly
convergent net fxg in X with weak limit x, the inequality
limsup

kx   xk < limsup

kx   yk
holds for every y 2 X with y 6= x.
Let fxg be a bounded net in a nonempty closed convex subset C of a Banach
space X. For x 2 X, we set
r(x;fxg) = limsup

kx   xk:
The asymptotic radius of fxg on C is given by
r(C;fxg) = inf
x2C
r(x;fxg);
and the asymptotic center of fxg on C is given by
A(C;fxg) = fx 2 C : r(x;fxg) = r(C;fxg)g:
It is known that, in a uniformly convex Banach space, A(C;fxg) consists of exactly
one point; see [33,34].
The following lemmas are useful for our results.
Lemma 2.2 ([35]). Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space, let ftng be a sequence
of real numbers such that 0 < a  tn  b < 1 for all n 2 N, and let fxng and fyng be
sequences of X such that limsupn!1 kxnk  r, limsupn!1 kynk  r and
lim
n!1ktnxn + (1   tn)ynk = r for some r  0:
Then limn!1 kxn   ynk = 0:
Lemma 2.3 ([36]). Let fang, fbng, and fcng be sequences of nonnegative real numbers
satisﬁng:
an+1  (1 + bn)an + cn for all n 2 N;
where
P1
n=1 bn < 1 and
P1
n=1 cn < 1. Then:
(i) limn!1 an exists,
(ii) if liminfn!1 an = 0, then limn!1 an = 0.186 Suthep Suantai and Withun Phuengrattana
3. EXISTENCE THEOREMS IN UNIFORMLY CONVEX BANACH SPACES
In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the concept of a semigroup of total asymptotically
nonexpansive mappings in Banach spaces as follows:
Let S be a semitopological semigroup and C be a nonempty closed subset of a
Banach space X. A family T = fTs : s 2 Sg of mappings of C into itself is said to be
a semigroup if it satisﬁes the following:
(S1) Tstx = TsTtx for all s;t 2 S and x 2 C,
(S2) for every x 2 C, the mapping s 7! Tsx from S into C is continuous.
We denote by F(T) the set of common ﬁxed points of T, i.e.,
F(T) =
\
s2S
F(Ts) =
\
s2S
fx 2 C : Tsx = xg:
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let S be a left (or right) reversible semitopological semigroup and
C be a nonempty closed subset of a Banach space X. A semigroup T = fTs : s 2 Sg
of mappings of C into itself is said to be total asymptotically nonexpansive if each
Ts is continuous and there exist nonnegative real numbers ks;s with lims ks = 0,
lims s = 0 and a strictly increasing continuous function  : [0;1) ! [0;1) with
(0) = 0 such that
kTsx   Tsyk  kx   yk + ks(kx   yk) + s
for each x;y 2 C and s 2 S.
Remark 3.2. If () = , then a total asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup
reduces to a generalized asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup. If () =  and
ks = 0 for all s 2 S, then a total asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup reduces
to an asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup. If () =  and ks = s = 0 for all
s 2 S, then a total asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup reduces to a nonexpansive
semigroup.
We now prove existence of common ﬁxed points for total asymptotically nonex-
pansive semigroups in uniformly convex Banach spaces.
Theorem 3.3. Let S be a left reversible semitopological semigroup, C be a nonempty
closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space X, and T = fTs : s 2 Sg be
a total asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup of C into itself. Then F(T) 6= ; if and
only if fTsx : s 2 Sg is bounded for some x 2 C.
Proof. The necessity is obvious. Conversely, we assume that x 2 C such that
fTsx : s 2 Sg is bounded. We ﬁrst show that
if Tsx ! y for x;y 2 C; then y 2 F(T): (3.1)
Let " > 0 be given. Fix t 2 S. By the continuity of Tt at y, there exists  > 0
such that kx   yk <  implies kTtx   Ttyk < "
2 for x 2 C. Since kTsx   yk ! 0 asFixed point theorems for a semigroup... 187
s ! 1R, there exists w 2 S such that kTawx   yk < minf"
2;g for each a 2 S. Then
kTtTawx   Ttyk < "
2. So, we have
kTty   yk  kTty   Ttawxk + kTtawx   yk <
"
2
+
"
2
= ":
Since " is arbitrary, we get that Tty = y for each t 2 S, so y 2 F(T). Therefore, we
obtain (3.1).
Since fTsx : s 2 Sg is bounded, there exists a unique element z 2 C such that
z 2 A(C;fTsxg). Then
R := r(z;fTsxg) = r(C;fTsxg) = inf
y2C
r(y;fTsxg):
If R = 0, then limsups kz   Tsxk = 0 and so Tsx ! z. It implies by (3.1) that
z 2 F(T). Next, we assume R > 0. Suppose that z 62 F(T). This implies from (3.1)
that fTszg does not converge to z. Then, there exists " > 0 and a subnet fsg in S
such that
s   and kz   Tszk > " for each  2 S: (3.2)
We choose a positive number  such that
(R + )

1   

"
R + 

< R:
Since T is a total asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup, there exists s0 2 S such
that
kTsz   Tsyk  limsup
a
kTaz   Tayk +

2

 limsup
a
(kz   yk + ka(kz   yk) + a) +

2
= kz   yk +

2
(3.3)
for each s 2 S with s  s0, and y 2 C. It is known from [1] that
inf
t
sup
s
kz   Ttsxk = limsup
u
kz   Tuxk:
Then, inft sups kz   Ttsxk = R. So, there exists t0 2 S such that for all t 2 S with
t  t0,
kz   Ttsxk < R +

2
for each s 2 S: (3.4)
Since S is left reversible, there exists  2 S with   s0 and   t0. Then, by (3.2),
we have s   and
kz   Tszk > ": (3.5)
Let t  s. By the left reversibility of S, we get t 2 fsg[sS. Then we may
assume t 2 sS. So, there exists ftg in S such that st ! t. It follows by (3.3)
and (3.4) that
kTsz   TsTtxk  kz   Ttxk +

2
 R +  for each :188 Suthep Suantai and Withun Phuengrattana
By (3.4) and st ! t, we have
kTsz   Ttxk  R +

2
< R +  for all t  s: (3.6)
Again, by (3.4), we get that kz   TsTtxk < R +

2 < R +  for each . Since
st ! t, we have
kz   Ttxk  R +

2
< R +  for all t  s: (3.7)
So, by the uniform convexity of X, (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7), we have
 


z + Tsz
2
  Ttx
 

  (R + )

1   

"
R + 

:
This implies that
r

z + Tsz
2
;fTtxg

 (R + )

1   

"
R + 

< R;
which is a contradiction. Hence, z 2 F(T).
As direct consequence of Theorem 3.3, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let S be a left reversible semitopological semigroup, C be a
nonempty bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space X, and
T = fTs : s 2 Sg be a total asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup of C into itself.
Then F(T) 6= ;.
We present the following property of total asymptotically nonexpansive semigroups
in uniformly convex Banach spaces.
Theorem 3.5. Let S be a left or right reversible semitopological semigroup, C
be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space X. If
T = fTs : s 2 Sg is a total asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup of C into itself
with F(T) 6= ;, then F(T) is a closed convex subset of C.
Proof. To show that F(T) is closed, we let fxtg be a net in F(T) such that xt ! x.
Since Tt is total asymptotically nonexpansive, we have
kTtx   xk  kTtx   xtk + kx   xtk  2kx   xtk + kt(kx   xtk) + t:
This implies that Ttx ! x. Hence, x 2 F(T) so that F(T) is closed.
Next, we show that F(T) is convex. Let x;y 2 F(T) and z =
x+y
2 . For t 2 S, we
have
kTtz   xk  kz   xk + kt(kz   xk) + t =
1
2
kx   yk + kt

1
2
kx   yk

+ t
and
kTtz   yk  kz   yk + kt(kz   yk) + t =
1
2
kx   yk + kt

1
2
kx   yk

+ t:Fixed point theorems for a semigroup... 189
By the uniform convexity of X, we have
kz   Ttzk  t

1   X

kx   yk
t

;
where t = 1
2kx   yk + kt
 1
2kx   yk

+ t. This implies that Ttz ! z. So, we have
z 2 F(T). Hence, F(T) is convex.
Taking S = N in Theorems 3.3 and 3.5, we obtain the following existence theorem
of total asymptotically nonexpansive mappings in uniformly convex Banach spaces.
Theorem 3.6. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly convex
Banach space X, and T : C ! C be a continuous total asymptotically nonexpansive
mapping. Then F(T) 6= ; if and only if fTnx : n 2 Ng is bounded for some x 2 C.
Moreover, F(T) is a closed convex subset of C.
4. WEAK CONVERGENCE THEOREMS
IN UNIFORMLY CONVEX BANACH SPACES
In this section, we study the weak convergence theorems for total asymptotically
nonexpansive semigroups in uniformly convex Banach spaces.
Lemma 4.1. Let S be a right reversible semitopological semigroup, C be a nonempty
closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space X, and T = fTs : s 2 Sg be
a total asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup of C into itself with F(T) 6= ;. Then
lims kTsx   zk exists for each z 2 F(T).
Proof. Let z 2 F(T) and R = infs kTsx   zk. For " > 0, there is s0 2 S such that
kTs0x   zk < R +
"
2
:
Since T is a total asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup, there exists t0 2 S such
that
kTtTs0x   zk  limsup
u
kTuTs0x   zk +
"
2

 limsup
u
(kTs0x   zk + ku(kTs0x   zk) + u) +
"
2
= kTs0x   zk +
"
2
for each t  t0. Let b  t0s0. Since S is right reversible, we have b 2 ft0s0g [ St0s0.
Then we may assume b 2 St0s0. So, there exists fsg in S such that st0s0 ! b.
Therefore, kTst0s0x zk  kTs0x zk+ "
2 for each . Hence, kTbx zk  kTs0x zk+ "
2.
This implies that
R  inf
s
sup
ts
kTtx   zk  sup
bt0s0
kTbx   zk  kTs0x   zk +
"
2
< R + ":190 Suthep Suantai and Withun Phuengrattana
Since " is arbitrary, we get
inf
s
sup
ts
kTtx   zk = R = inf
s kTsx   zk:
Thus, lims kTsx   zk exists.
Theorem 4.2. Let S be a right reversible semitopological semigroup, C be a nonempty
closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space X with the Opial property,
and x 2 C. Assume that T = fTs : s 2 Sg is a total asymptotically nonexpansive
semigroup of C into itself with F(T) 6= ;. If lims kTsx Ttsxk = 0 for all t 2 S, then
fTsx : s 2 Sg converges weakly to a common ﬁxed point of the semigroup T.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, we have lims kTsx   zk exists for each z 2 F(T), and so
fTsx : s 2 Sg is bounded. Since X is uniformly convex, we have that X is reﬂexive.
Then, there exists a subnet fTsxg of fTsxg such that fTsxg converges weakly to
y 2 C. We will show that y 2 F(T). Let " > 0. Since T is a total asymptotically
nonexpansive semigroup, there exists t0 2 S such that
kTtTsx   Ttyk  limsup
a
kTaTsx   Tayk + " 
 limsup
a
(kTsx   yk + ka(kTsx   yk) + a) + "  kTsx   yk + "
for each t  t0 and each . This implies that
kTsx   Ttyk  kTsx   Ttsxk + kTtsx   Ttyk  kTsx   Ttsxk + kTsx   yk + "
for each t  t0 and each . By the assumption that lims kTsx   Ttsxk = 0 for all
t 2 S, we have limsup kTsx Ttyk  limsup kTsx yk+" for all t  t0. Since "
is arbitrary, we get
limsup

kTsx   Ttyk  limsup

kTsx   yk
for all t  t0. By the Opial property, we get that Tty = y for all t  t0. So, Tty ! y.
This implies by (3.1) that y 2 F(T). By Lemma 4.1, lims kTsx   yk exists. Now, we
show that fTsxg converges weakly to y. To show this, suppose not. Then, there must
exist a subnet fTsxg of fTsxg such that fTsxg converges weakly to u 2 C and
u 6= y. Again, as above, we can conclude that u 2 F(T). By Lemma 4.1 and the Opial
property, we have
limsup
s
kTsx   yk = limsup

kTsx   yk < limsup

kTsx   uk =
= limsup
s
kTsx   uk = limsup

kTsx   uk <
< limsup

kTsx   yk = limsup
s
kTsx   yk
which is a contradiction. Hence, fTsxg converges weakly to a common ﬁxed point of
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Taking S = N in Theorem 4.2, we obtain the following weak convergence theorem
of total asymptotically nonexpansive mappings in uniformly convex Banach spaces.
Theorem 4.3. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly convex
Banach space X with the Opial property and x 2 C. Assume that T : C ! C
is a continuous total asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with F(T) 6= ;. If
limn!1 kTnx   Tn+1xk = 0, then fTnx : n 2 Ng converges weakly to a ﬁxed point
of T.
5. STRONG CONVERGENCE THEOREMS
IN UNIFORMLY CONVEX BANACH SPACES
In this section, we prove two strong convergence theorems for total asymptotically
nonexpansive semigroups in uniformly convex Banach spaces.
Theorem 5.1. Let S be a right reversible semitopological semigroup, C be a nonempty
closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space X, and x 2 C. Assume that
T = fTs : s 2 Sg is a total asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup of C into itself with
F(T) 6= ;. Then fTsxg converges strongly to a common ﬁxed point of the semigroup
T, where  : C ! F(T) is the metric projection. Moreover, if S is reversible, then
Px := lims Tsx is the unique asymptotic center of the net fTsx : s 2 Sg.
Proof. By Theorem 3.5, F(T) is closed and convex. So, the mapping  is well deﬁned.
Put R = infs kTsx   Tsxk. As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we have
R = inf
s kTsx   Tsxk = limsup
s
kTsx   Tsxk:
We will show that fTsxg is a Cauchy net. To show this, we divide into two cases.
Case 1. R = 0. For " > 0, there exists s0 2 S such that
kTsx   Tsxk <
"
4
for each s  s0:
Since T is a total asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup, there exists t0 2 S such
that
kTts0x   Ts0xk  limsup
u
kTuTs0x   TuTs0xk +
"
4
=
 limsup
u
(kTs0x   Ts0xk + ku(kTs0x   Ts0xk) + u) +
"
4
=
= kTs0x   Ts0xk +
"
4
for each t  t0. Let a;b  t0s0. By the right reversibility of S, we have a;b 2
ft0s0g [ St0s0. Then we may assume a;b 2 St0s0. So, there exist ftg and fsg in S
such that tt0s0 ! a and st0s0 ! b. Therefore, we have
kTtt0s0x   Tst0s0xk  kTtt0s0x   Ts0xk + kTst0s0x   Ts0xk 
 2kTs0x   Ts0xk +
"
2
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This implies that
kTax   Tbxk  2kTs0x   Ts0xk +
"
2
< 2
"
4

+
"
2
= ":
Hence, fTsxg is a Cauchy net.
Case 2. R > 0. Suppose that fTsxg is not a Cauchy net. Then, there exists " > 0
such that for any s 2 S, there are as;bs 2 S with as;bs  s and kTasx Tbsxk  ".
We choose a positive number  such that
(R + )

1   

"
R + 

< R:
So, there exists u0 2 S such that
kTtx   Ttxk  R +

2
for each t  u0: (5.1)
Then kTau0x   Tbu0xk  ". Since T is a total asymptotically nonexpansive semi-
group, there exists v0 2 S such that
kTtTsx   Tsxk  limsup
u
kTuTsx   Tsxk +

2

 limsup
u
(kTsx   Tsxk + ku(kTsx   Tsxk) + u) +

2
=
= kTsx   Tsxk +

2
(5.2)
for each t  v0 and each s 2 S.
Since S is right reversible, there exists c 2 S such that c  v0au0 and c  v0bu0.
Then, there exist ftg and fsg in S such that tv0au0 ! c and sv0bu0 ! c. So, by
(5.1) and (5.2), we have
kTtv0au0x   Tau0xk  kTau0x   Tau0xk +

2
 R + 
and
kTsv0bu0x   Tbu0xk  kTbu0x   Tbu0xk +

2
 R + :
This implies
kTcx   Tau0xk  R +  and kTcx   Tbu0xk  R + :
By the uniform convexity of X, we get

 
Tcx  
Tau0x + Tbu0x
2

 
  (R + )

1   

"
R + 

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Since  is the metric projection of C onto F(T), we have
kTcx   Tcxk 
 

Tcx  
Tau0x + Tbu0x
2
 

 < R:
This contradicts with R = infs kTsx   Tsxk. Then fTsxg is a Cauchy net.
By Case 1 and Case 2, we get that fTsxg is Cauchy in a closed subset F(T) of
a Banach space X, hence it converges to some point in F(T), say Px.
Finally, by Lemma 4.1, we have fTsx : s 2 Sg is bounded. So, let z 2 A(C;fTsxg).
Since S is reversible and by the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we
have z 2 F(T). Thus, by the property of , we obtain
limsup
s
kTsx   Pxk  limsup
s
(kTsx   Tsxk + kTsx   Pxk) =
= limsup
s
kTsx   Tsxk  limsup
s
kTsx   zk:
This implies, by the uniqueness of asymptotic centers, that Px = z.
Taking S = N in Theorem 5.1, we obtain the following strong convergence theorem
of total asymptotically nonexpansive mappings in uniformly convex Banach spaces.
Theorem 5.2. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly convex
Banach space X, and x 2 C. Assume that T : C ! C is a continuous total asymp-
totically nonexpansive mapping with F(T) 6= ;. Then fTnxg converges strongly
to a ﬁxed point of T, where  : C ! F(T) is the metric projection. Moreover,
Px := limn!1 Tnx is the unique asymptotic center of the sequence fTnx : n 2 Ng.
In the case S = [0;1), we obtain a strong convergence theorem of modiﬁed Mann
iteration for uniformly Lipschitzian and total asymptotically nonexpansive semigroups
in uniformly convex Banach spaces. Recall that a semigroup T = fTt : t 2 [0;1)g
is said to be uniformly Lipschitzian if there exists a nonnegative real number Lt for
t 2 [0;1) such that
kTtx   Ttyk  Ltkx   yk
for all x;y 2 C and t 2 [0;1).
Theorem 5.3. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly convex
Banach space X. Let T = fTt : t 2 [0;1)g be a uniformly Lipschitzian with Lt such
that L = supt2[0;1) Lt < 1 and be a total asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup of
C into itself with ktn;tn such that
P1
n=1 ktn < 1 and
P1
n=1 tn < 1. Assume that
F(T) 6= ; and there exist positive constants M and M such that ()  M for all
  M. Let fxng be a sequence deﬁned by
xn+1 = nxn + (1   n)Ttnxn; n  1;
where fng is a sequence in (0;1) such that n 2 [a;b]  (0;1) and ftng is an
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(C1) for any bounded subset B of C,
lim
n!1
sup
x2B;s2[0;1)
kTs+tnx   Ttnxk = 0;
(C2) there exist a compact subset K of X such that
T
t2[0;1) Tt(C)  K,
then the sequence fxng converges strongly to a common ﬁxed point of the semigroup T.
Proof. Let p 2 F(T). Then, we have
kxn+1   pk  nkxn   pk + (1   n)kTtnxn   pk 
 nkxn   pk + (1   n)(kxn   pk + ktn(kxn   pk) + tn) =
= kxn   pk + (1   n)(ktn(kxn   pk) + tn):
(5.3)
Since  is an increasing function, it results that ()  (M) if   M and () 
M if   M. In either case, we can obtain that ()  (M) + M. Then, (5.3)
becomes
kxn+1   pk  kxn   pk + (1   n)(ktn((M) + Mkxn   pk) + tn) =
= (1 + (1   a)Mktn)kxn   pk + n
(5.4)
where n = (1 a)(ktn(M)+tn). By
P1
n=1 ktn < 1,
P1
n=1 tn < 1 and Lemma 2.3
we have that limn!1 kxn  pk exists. So, the sequence fxng is bounded, and there is
c  0 such that
lim
n!1
kxn   pk = c: (5.5)
Since kTtnxn  pk  kxn  pk+ktn(kxn  pk)+tn and  is a continuous function,
we have
limsup
n!1
kTtnxn   pk  c: (5.6)
From limn!1 kxn+1   pk = c, we get that
lim
n!1kn(xn   p) + (1   n)(Ttnxn   p)k = c: (5.7)
It follows by (5.5), (5.6), (5.7) and Lemma 2.2, we can conclude that
lim
n!1kxn   Ttnxnk = 0: (5.8)
By condition (C2), there exists a subsequence fxnig of fxng such that
limi!1 Ttnixni = q for some q 2 K. Since kxni qk  kxni Ttnixnik+kTtnixni qk;
by (5.8) we see that limi!1 xni = q. For any t 2 S, we have
kxni   Ttxnik  kxni   Ttnixnik + kTtnixni   Tt+tnixnik + kTt+tnixni   Ttxnik =
= kxni   Ttnixnik + kTtnixni   Tt+tnixnik + kTtTtnixni   Ttxnik 
 (1 + L)kxni   Ttnixnik + sup
y2fxnig;s2[0;1)
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By condition (C1) and (5.8), we get
lim
i!1
kxni   Ttxnik = 0:
This implies that
kq   Ttqk  kq   xnik + kxni   Ttxnik + kTtxni   Ttqk 
 (1 + L)kq   xnik + kxni   Ttxnik ! 0 as i ! 1:
Thus, q = Ttq for all t 2 S. So, q 2 F(T). Since limn!1 kxn  qk exists, we have that
limn!1 xn = q 2 F(T).
Remark 5.4.
(i) It is known that every commutative semigroup is both left and right reversible
and every discrete amenable semigroup is reversible. Then Theorems 3.3, 3.5,
4.2, and 5.1 are also obtained for a class of commutative and discrete amenable
semigroups.
(ii) Theorem 4.2 extends and generalizes the results of [22,24] to total asymptotically
nonexpansive semigroups.
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